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PROLOGuE ~ THE POWER OF PHOTOGRAPHS
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THE POWER OF PHOTOGRAPHS

PHOTOGRAPHS POSSESS A STRANGE POWER.
Some people believe a photograph captures their spirit,
so they avoid cameras. Others display portraits of loved
one’s at funerals to resurrect the life of the deceased.
Today countless numbers of us saturate social media
with pictures of ourselves.
Photographs of people stir a primitive awareness within
us. More than capturing the mere image of someone,
photographs have the power to reveal the very presence
of a person.
This photo collection invites viewers to reflect on this
reality: the human face as a revelation.
But of what? Of whom?
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Photo images awaken in us not only the presence of
another person but also the presence of myself. They invite
us to wonder “Who are you?” as well as “Who am I?”
And more: “Who are we?”
As our sense of self emerges, we find that there is
more to me than me. There is you and you and you.
Our interactions and intimacy with each other inform
our sense of who we are. Our lives begin formed by an
other in our mother’s womb.
Some spiritual writers consider life in utero our original
experience of the Other. They point out that each person
— like none other — reflects the presence of the Original
Other. Each person is an invitation, as the Navajo people
put it, “to walk in beauty” — in the unifying presence of
the Original One.

The people in these photographs invite you, as they did
me, to walk in their steps. They want to touch you and
to be touched by you. They want to welcome you as kin
dropping in without dressing up. They want to share with
you the stories their faces reveal. They remind us that
each person’s life adds still another original part to an
all-embracing love story.
The quotations next to the photographs are randomly
chosen, intended to tap into that expansive narrative and
to invite you to connect your story to this unfolding
dialogue that leaps over language barriers.
Long after meeting these people, I still feel enlarged by
their presence. I hope you will find that the otherness of
their presence enlarges your life, too.
gerard Pottebaum — Photographer
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DIALOGuE ~ OuR uNFOLDING STORY
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“Flowers leave
some of their fragrance
in the hand that
bestows them.”
CHINESE PROVERB
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“The most terrible
of all feelings
is of one’s hope
having died.”
FEDERICO GARCíA LORCA
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“To believe is
to see more than
meets the eye.”
GERARD POTTEBAuM
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“There is no greater agony
than bearing an untold story
inside you.”
MAYA ANGELOu
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circa 1981, in thailand near
cambodian border. thai farmers
seeing and hearing themselves in
video for first time.

PHOTOGRAPHER
Gerard Pottebaum grew up on a farm in southern Illinois and
studied Great Books and Journalism at the university of Notre
Dame. He began work as a motion picture writer and director at
a scientific research center in California.
As a father of four, he started to write children’s books and created a
learning environment for children in his basement, based on the way
children arrange space when they play. It led to his participation in
planning the 1970 White House Conference on Children.
He has travelled widely in the united States and abroad as a free-lance
writer and photographer. He is an award-winning author of over 20 books
for children and 7 for adults. As founder of treehaus communications, inc.,
an editorial and design center, he created multi-media learning programs
distributed internationally by educational publishers.
He produced and directed television programs for non-profit agencies,
including a documentary, “Proud Moments,” broadcast nationally by PBS,
featuring the Navajo people’s care for their children with special needs.
The broadcast marked the beginning of Human Foundations institute, inc. a
non-profit corporation founded to support educational
events and projects that nurture social consciousness.
THE HuMAN FACE ~ A REVELATION resonates with the
mission of Human Foundations institute, inc. and life
work of Mr. Pottebaum.
in tiananmen square
on recent trip to china.
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